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Fines increase from $500 for the lesser offense to $1,000 maximum for a first-degree
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Visitors will be able to see real world examples of live projects, for example, a shopping mall
wayfinding solution and an airport Bluetooth marketing system.
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Unfortunately, the prevalence of fake medicines in Tanzania, Uganda, and elsewhere
across East Africa is worsening, according to medical professionals and academics.
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Most countries have targets or ceilings for health spending, but these are determined by
economic rather than health-specific factors
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One tragic result of this is the increase in the number of babies being born addicted to
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With Quest Protein bars, you only get 4g of non-fiber carbs, unlike other bars which may use
sugar, rice syrups, or any other disguised simple sugars
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The court may award several types of custody, including physical custody, legal custody and joint
or shared custody
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Brazil’s biggest protests in two decades intensified on Thursday despite government concessions
meant to quell the demonstrations
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